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Repairs to Coolabah Awning  

Replacing the Tiller Joint on the Container 

 
1. Unbolt the tiller joint from the container 

2. Punch out the 4mm metal pin passing through the joint and the arm 

3. Remove any broken section of previous tiller joint by pulling the remains 

with pliers, or pop the remains through with a small screwdriver. 

4. Lightly lubricate the new joint with silicon spray and slide in the new joint 

5. Line the new tiller joint up with the spring clip, so that the button is at right 

angles to the narrow part of the tiller joint. 

6. Use a 4mm drill bit and drill a hole through the existing holes in the arm and 

knock the new roll pin through so as to lock the joint in.   

7. Now rotate the joint towards the outside of the container (anti-clockwise for 

the left hand arm and clockwise for the right hand arm) and bolt back onto 

the container ensuring that the stainless wire is on a 45 degree angle.  

a. The purpose of rotating the tiller joint is to provide some upwards 

tension on the arm to prevent it from sagging down at the hinge. 

 
Repairs to Coolabah Awning  

Replacing the Tiller Joint on the Outrigger 

 
1. Unbolt the tiller joint from the outrigger, retain bolts 

2. Either drill out the punch marks on the leg, or punch out the 4mm metal pin 

passing through the joint and the leg 

3. Lightly lubricate the new joint with silicone spray and slide into the leg. 

4. Use a 4mm drill bit to drill a hole through the existing holes in the leg 

(through the new tiller joint) 

5. Knock the new roll pin through to lock the new tiller joint into place 

6. Bolt the tiller joint back onto the outrigger. 
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